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Defining Global Health

- What is it
- Why is it important
- How do we measure it
Global Health in Transition: Trends

- Multi-stakeholder collaborations
- Inclusion of “developed” countries
- Focus on global health equity
- Emerging global health threats (now and future)
- Workforce planning
- Health systems
- Politics and power shifts
Key Global Challenges to Strengthening the Delivery of Healthcare

• Inadequate human resources at all levels of the healthcare system
• Difficulty in retaining health-care workers in rural areas
• Increased migration within countries, regions and globally
• Low salaries, lack of career incentives, an ageing workforce, poor professional image
• Poor working conditions
Key Global Challenges to Strengthening the Delivery of Healthcare (cont.)

- Difficulties implementing and reinforcing existing policies
- Lack of high-quality local education programs
- Delayed or inadequate responses to crises and/or disasters
- Limited access to information and communication technologies
- Funding and training resource constraints
Key Global Challenges to Strengthening the Delivery of Healthcare (cont.)

• High risk settings/areas:
  • Safety
  • Sanitation
  • Communication
  • Transportation
  • Collaboration
  • Resource acquisition and allocation
The Need for Leadership

• UN/WHO
• GAPFON
• World Bank
• Other global organizations
The Need for Leadership

• A Sigma Theta Tau International task force, identified competencies of a global nurse leader.

• External global business and marketing advisors, in concert with STTI leadership staff, recommended content that encompassed the most important information necessary for multi-sector global healthcare leaders - preparing for, or already in, leadership roles – to be highly effective and successful in their work.

This groundbreaking work led to the establishment of the Institute for Global Healthcare Leadership.
Competencies

• Understand what impacts world health and how to sustain that health
• Be skillful with contingency planning, political impacts, the business of healthcare, and global future visioning
• Design and develop systems to promote delivery of healthcare for global communities
• Relate to, collaborate with, and understand global communities
• Create/develop positive, global policies and practices that will work for individual communities
Competencies (cont.)

• Collaboratively create and implement innovative solutions to global health and healthcare business issues
• Apply appropriate frameworks in decision making, system trend identification and analysis, and resource cultivation and acquisition
• Understand intercultural relationships such as caring, justice, social norms, social taboos.
Expected Areas of Expertise:

- Global Leadership
- Global Economy
- Structure, Systems, and Support
- Culture
- Politics and Policy
- Your Role: Influence v. Implementation

- Networking and Trends
- Tensions and Shifting Sands
- Value Proposition
- Ethics
- Best practices
STTI’s Role in Advancing Global Health

The Institute for Global Healthcare Leadership

• To educate and empower healthcare leaders to think and act with a global mindset to influence the work of international and multinational health endeavors.
Emerging Global Healthcare Leadership Symposium

This symposium is designed to prepare globally-aware healthcare leaders to:

- Participate in global healthcare ventures and networking.
- Become a global thought and practice leader, locally, and regionally.
- Provide local and regional consultation to meet dynamic global healthcare challenges.
- View healthcare issues from a global perspective.
Symposium Overview

DAY ONE

- What is Global Health, Why is it Important, and How do we Measure It?
- The Global Economy
Symposium Overview

DAY TWO

• Global Health Networks
• Global Healthcare Issues
• Ethics
• Global Leadership: What are the Unique Challenges?
Symposium Overview

DAY THREE

• Safety and Security
• Influence and Implementation
• Socio-cultural and Political Awareness
• Global Leader Panel
Symposium Overview

D A Y  F O U R

- Emerging Global Health Threats
- Value Proposition
- Crafting a Personal Legacy as a Healthcare Leader
Symposium Overview

- Perspectives from Africa
- Role of a Chief Nurse
- The United Nations
- Pigs for Peace
Results

• Attendees:
  • Highly rated the sessions
  • Self-identified as being *more knowledge* and *confident* in each competency area
“Attending the [Emerging Global Leader Institute] was an amazing opportunity. The ability to spend four days with dynamic and engaging global healthcare leaders provided numerous opportunities to learn, self-reflect, and network. I look forward to more opportunities to continue to develop my leadership skills.”

Lisa Johnson
2016 Attendee
Next Symposium

- 25 – 28 September 2018
- London Marriott Hotel Maida Vale
- Registration Now Open
Experienced Global Healthcare Leadership Academy

This 7-month academy is designed to prepare globally-aware healthcare leaders to:

- Be global thought and practice leaders nationally and globally.
- Lead and collaborate in global healthcare ventures.
- Assume leadership positions to effectively meet critical global healthcare demands.
- Provide national and global consultation to meet dynamic global healthcare challenges.
### Components of the Academy Experience

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dyad Model</strong></td>
<td>Leader / Advisor Collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Face to Face Educational Programs</strong></td>
<td>Two Intensive Global Leadership Development Workshops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Presentation</strong></td>
<td>Leaders present the outcomes of their projects at the International Nursing Research Conference</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Important Dates

Applications Open: March 2018

Applications Due: August 2018

Workshop 1: January 2019

Workshop 2: July 2019
Questions?

For more information, please contact ighl@stti.org or visit nursingsoociety.org/ighl
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